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• Resiliency 

o City improvements that have caused problems (currently under construction) 

▪ Washington park neighborhood 

▪ Flooding on MLK  

o Could the simulator tool identify this? No, except to update the tool with any input data, 

if applicable 

o How does simulator tool relate to engagement tool 

o Is there a way that simulator to look at local comp plan projections to forecast 

impervious surface; maybe update the tool to incorporate comp plan input 

▪ Parcel-level analysis (more refined forecasts and impacts analysis) 

▪ Counties have flood insurance rate maps, know where flood rates are (flood 

plain maps) 

▪ Impacts that are geographically distant from the cause of the flooding, does tool 

account for that? 

▪ Georgia Dome created flooding in Vine City after it was built; never mitigated;  

o Is the tool output for TIP projects publicly accessible to general public? They could 

monitor results.  Yes, KDP2 results will be available 

• Project Solicitation 

o Review of past to date of cookbook development 

o What are we doing to increase the amount of minority participation in applying for 

contracts for projects and studies? Discussion of DBE goals and procurement at ARC. 

▪ ACTION: Can we ask for our project sponsors to commit to higher DBE goals or 

could we track and measure based on past performance related to DBE goals? 

▪ ACTION: Can we bring in GDOT or MARTA EEO staff together to discuss further 

ways to promote and share information? 

▪ Can we add points to evaluations based on DBE goals? 

o Measuring equity in project applications: both quantitative and qualitative measures are 

included.  

▪ What type of training or context for equity does ARC staff have or need to have 

in order to conduct these reviews? 

▪ Questions on slides: important to have the description of the public 

participation strategies and how important various strategies are to the 

community and grassroots groups. Place emphasis on this and show the history 

of this. Can we add credit here? 

▪ It is required that any project application comes from a locally approved plan. 

▪ The proposed new questions really better outline how a project could both 

benefit a community but also potential negative impacts on a community. It’s 

very important to ask for both benefits and potential negative impacts; try to 

get at a full range of perspectives. 



▪ It’s important for a project sponsor to identify the aspects themselves, and not 

just leave it up to advocates to identify the impacts based upon their own 

perspectives, leaving them vulnerable to being “heard” based on the size of 

their voice and organization. 

▪ Shift the question from “was their public participation” to is there community 

support? How can we get better indication of localized support, and not just 

county-wide support. 

▪ How can we ask if a project in a specific equity area is supported by people in 

that area, and not just supported by the people near that area? (ie. Do the 

people in the “most” area support the project in that area?) Should project 

sponsors still be able to get “equity” points for projects in equitable areas that 

do not have the support of the community in that area? 

▪ How can ARC’s analysis better inform other project selection and design (like 

even outside of ARC’s decision)? Could this be applied to the full RTP to see how 

other projects stack up as well? How can we get these same questions to the 

CTP or to the RTP or to STIP, etc? What is a strategy to do this? How do we 

make this more context sensitive for EJ communities? 

o Follow up: send edited questions from the potential slide and include them into the 

2019 application 


